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Semantic Analysis of Programs using Graph Neural Networks

AAYAN KUMAR, University of California, Berkeley, USA

We present a framework that given a piece of code and an input to it, can recommend the NumPy API which is semantically closest to the input code. Our approach is based on executing the provided code on the given input and creating a representation capturing the execution of the code, rather than relying on the syntax. The representation is expressed in the form of a graph which would be analyzed further using a Graph Convolutional Network for predicting the relevant API.

Existing work in semantic program analysis invariably depends on some analysis of source code or Abstract Syntax Trees and similar static representations, which is brittle as it can be sensitive to the style of writing of programs, and can get fooled using simple semantic-preserving transformations, like different variable names, dead code and so on. The representation we use is agnostic of the style of writing the code and hence generalizes across different implementations from the wild of the same functionality, eliminating the need to mine different implementations of the same method.

1 INTRODUCTION

Software has made its way into almost every sphere of life imaginable over the course of the last few decades. With the increase in the amount of software, so has the demand for tools that enable developers to write code more easily and correctly while ensuring the code is performant. That has led to the development of a concept known as Application Programming Interface (API). An API is a library that implements some functionality, but most of the details are abstracted away from a developer who wants to use those functionalities. All that is exposed is a set of function signatures that the user can use to interact with the library.

The concept of an API has several advantages:

- The implementation of the API can be very highly optimized and can use optimizations that may not be known by non-experts in the domain
- The user need not know about the details of the internals of the APIs to be able to use it. (However, some understanding would be useful for the user to use the APIs in an effective manner which may not be obvious.)

Due to the design of an API, all a user needs to worry about is how to use the API method. However, there are thousands of different libraries which expose an API, and often there are multiple libraries that solve a similar problem. The vast availability has made it possible for users with similar but slightly different use cases to find a library that would work for them, like NumPy and TensorFlow, both of which can be used to express tensor computations efficiently, with a small difference in the devices supported by TensorFlow. Even in one API library, there can be hundreds or even thousands of different function signatures, and each signature can have dozens of parameters that can be tuned. Hence, even using the APIs becomes a challenging task due to the sheer volume of different APIs available.

There has been a lot of work in creating tools that make it easier for developers to use popular APIs, like [9, 10]. These tools tend to rely on specifications expressed in the form of formal conditions, or input/output examples. Depending on the target domain, formal conditions are exact but can be extremely tedious to write and I/O examples are easy to write but are severe under-approximations requiring several iterations to work properly. In some cases, it may even be hard to specify I/O examples itself.

Apart from APIs, there has also been a lot of work on tools that help make programming easier by recommending code snippets/variable names/function names depending on the code snippet already provided by the user [3, 31]. Such tools typically rely on analysis of source code, or static analysis to predict the properties of programs. However, this approach...
is prone to get misguided by examples that could be slightly out of distribution, examples being code transformations that otherwise do not affect the semantics of the program, but affect the performance of these syntax-guided tools.

In addition, static analysis tools work well when the program has enough static information for the tools to exploit. However, for dynamically typed languages like Python, these tools are not that effective as Python lacks a static type system which makes it hard for these tools to work effectively. Recent articles suggest that the most popular languages being used are dynamically typed languages, hence it is important to explore techniques which would work well on these languages.

In this Technical Report, we study the NumPy API, an API which is commonly used to specify tensor computations used in Deep Learning. We consider the problem of predicting a NumPy API which is closest to a given code snippet. We use dynamic analysis, to account for the fact that since Python is dynamically typed, static analyses might not be effective, but dynamic analysis would give us access to a lot more information than static techniques would do. We use code as our specification, as most developers who use NumPy are at least novice Python programmers for whom it would be straightforward to provide a code snippet expressing their desired behavior, rather than specifying I/O examples, which can be hard to specify for a tensor or formal specifications which are anyway hard to write for scalar inputs.

Our contributions in this report can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose a graph representation that is generated from the execution of a program on a valid input, rather than using a representation that is generated purely from the text of the program.
2. We propose a framework that given a code snippet and a valid input, generates the graph representation and processes it to predict a NumPy API closest to the code snippet.
3. We demonstrate that the proposed dynamic representation is able to generalize to code not seen at all in the training dataset, and is immune to semantics preserving changes.

We release our codebase for future research. The rest of the report is organized as follows: Section 2 covers some basic preliminaries which are used in our framework. Section 3 walks through a simple example showing how our framework works end-to-end. Section 4 covers in-depth technical details used in our implementation. Section 5 discusses evaluations of our framework, Section 6 discusses the limitations in our current approach and discusses future directions of work. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we discuss a few preliminary topics and ideas that will be used in our framework.

2.1 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution [11] is a type of execution of a given program, in which an interpreter goes through the instructions of a program in the same order as they would be executed in a typical concrete execution scenario. However, instead of executing the program with concrete inputs, the interpreter assigns symbolic values to each variable which enables the interpreter to construct expressions of each variable of the program in terms of the original symbolic values.

---

1https://bootcamp.berkeley.edu/blog/most-in-demand-programming-languages/
2The code can be found at github.com/aayan636/semantic-analysis-python
Consider an example code as follows:

```python
def func(a, b):
c = a + b
return c
```

When executing the function `func` concretely, we would supply the function with concrete values for `a` and `b`, say 3 and 4 respectively. Concrete execution of the function would return the value 7.

However, while executing `func` symbolically, the interpreter would supply the function with symbolic values, 'a' and 'b', concrete operations (like + in the example) would be performed symbolically, and the variable `c` would be assigned the expression 'a' + 'b' (instead of a concrete integer value) which is what would be returned.

Symbolic execution can be used to evaluate the mathematical expressions which relate different variables of a program. We can apply the same technique on branch conditions in the program to obtain 'path conditions', a set of constraints on the input symbolic values, solving which would provide us with a set of values that would force the program along a particular set of branches. This technique is used extensively in software testing [39, 40] to find out sets of inputs that would force the user program to cover different branches, which typically involves executing the program under test multiple times.

In our framework, we create a representation that combines symbolic expressions and path conditions into a unified graph representation (an example shown in Section 3, and formally described in Section 4), based on the execution of the user-provided code on a single valid input. The graph thus created is analyzed using the help of a neural network described in Section 2.2 to predict what algorithm has been implemented in the user code, and what API would be semantically equivalent to it.

### 2.2 Graph Neural Networks

Many machine learning applications rely on some regularity in the structure of the data, like images [30], text [23, 44], videos, etc. However, there are many applications like molecular analysis [24], and program analysis [5] where the data may not conform to a rigid structure like image height and width. However, in such applications, it is normally possible to represent the irregular data as a graph: a set of nodes and edges signifying relations between two nodes.

Graph Neural Networks [36] are a class of neural networks that are designed to operate on such irregular data which can be expressed in the form of graphs. One common type of Graph Neural Networks is the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [37], which tries to generalize the inference in a typical Convolutional Neural Network [30].

Inference in a GCN can be understood as a message-passing procedure. Each node, each edge, and the graph as a whole has a hidden state assigned to it, typically an N-dimensional vector initialized using zeros. In our framework, N = 1. For example in Figure 1, the node N1 has a vector $h_{n1}$ associated with it, the edge E2 has a vector $h_{e2}$ associated with it, and the entire graph has a vector $h_{G}$ associated with it. At each timestep:

- For each node, the hidden states of the immediate neighboring nodes, the immediately connected edges, and the global graph state are individually accumulated and concatenated, and combined with the state of the given node according to the following equation:

$$h'_n = W_{node}^1 \sum_{v \in Nbr(n)} \frac{h_v}{|Nbr(n)|} + B_{node}^1 \oplus f \left( W_{node}^2 \sum_{v \in Conn(n)} \frac{h_v}{|Conn(n)|} + B_{node}^2 \right) \oplus f \left( W_{node}^3 h_{G} + B_{node}^3 \right)$$
In this equation, $h_n$ is the old hidden state of node $n$ while $h'_n$ is the new hidden state after the update. $W^1_{node}$, $W^2_{node}$, $W^3_{node}$, $B^1_{node}$, $B^2_{node}$, $B^3_{node}$ are learned weight and bias parameters, $Nbr(n)$ denotes the set of nodes connected to node $n$, $Conn(n)$ denotes the set of edges coming into or going out of node $n$. $h_G$ represents the global hidden state of the graph. $f$ refers to any non-linearity used in Neural Networks (like $\tanh$, $ReLU$, $sigmoid$ etc.) and $\oplus$ refers to the concatenation operator.

- For each edge, the hidden states of the attached nodes and the global graph state are individually averaged and concatenated, and combined with the state of the given edge according to the following equation:
\[
h'_e = f \left( W^1_{edge} \times \frac{\sum_{\eta \in Node(e)} h_\eta}{2} + B^1_{edge} \right) \oplus f \left( W^2_{edge} \times h_G + B^2_{edge} \right)
\] (2)
In this equation, $h_e$ is the old hidden state of the edge $e$, while $h'_e$ is the new hidden state. $W^1_{edge}$, $W^2_{edge}$, $B^1_{edge}$, $B^2_{edge}$ are learned weight and bias parameters, and $Node(e)$ refers to the nodes attached directly to edge $e$. This formulation assumes simple edges which only connect two nodes and no hyper-edges (edges between edges) although the inference framework can be generalized to handle such a scenario.

- For the global state, the states of all the edges and nodes are individually averaged and concatenated with the previous global state according to the following equation:
\[
h'_G = f \left( W^1_{glob} \times \frac{\sum_{v \in G.nodes} h_v}{|G.nodes|} + B^1_{glob} \right) \oplus f \left( W^2_{glob} \times \frac{\sum_{v \in G.edges} h_v}{|G.edges|} + B^2_{glob} \right) \oplus f \left( W^3_{glob} \times h_G + B^3_{glob} \right)
\] (3)
In this equation, $h_G$ is the old hidden state of the graph, while $h'_G$ is the new hidden state. $W^1_{glob}$, $W^2_{glob}$, $W^3_{glob}$, $B^1_{glob}$, $B^2_{glob}$, $B^3_{glob}$ refer to the learned weight and bias parameters, $G$ refers to the entire graph, $G.nodes$ refers to the set of all nodes in the graph, and $G.edges$ refers to the set of all edges in the graph.

One step described above corresponds to a 1-hop message passing, which is communication between two immediately connected nodes. The inference step (all 3 bullets above together correspond to one step) can be repeated $n$ times.
to simulate an $n$-hop message passing architecture. As we shall see in the subsequent sections, 1-hop turns out to be sufficient in our problem setting.

For problems where one has to classify individual nodes in the graph (for example, a social network graph where one wants to predict which node (users) might be operating a business), one can attach a fully-connected layer (a layer that performs a matrix multiplication and an addition on the input feature vector) after the hidden state of each node which would predict the final class for each node. However, as we shall see in subsequent sections, our problem involves classifying the entire graph, hence we attach a fully-connected layer after $h_G$, the global hidden state as it captures information from all nodes in the graph, and we use that for predicting the properties of the graph.

3 WORKING EXAMPLE

In this section, we walk through a simple example to demonstrate how our framework works end-to-end from accepting a user code expressing a numerical computation to recommending a NumPy API which would resemble it most closely.

3.1 Generating Graph from Execution

Consider a toy example of a user code snippet as shown:

```python
def func ( a , b , c ) :
    a , b = b + c , a
    return a , b
```

Our framework would first compile the source code down to Python bytecode, which would look like the following (the actual generated bytecode might differ according to the Python version and interpreter):

1. LOAD_FAST "a"
2. LOAD_FAST "b"
3. LOAD_FAST "c"
4. BINARY_ADD
5. STORE_FAST "a"
6. STORE_FAST "b"

We work on the Python bytecode instead of the source. Python provides a lot of ways to perform the same operation, like decorators, multiple assignments, fancy indexing (indexing into a collection object using non-integral values, like $a[1:4]$), monkey patching, etc. It is easier to reason about the code at the bytecode level as compared to the source code level, as bytecode does away with a lot of the syntactic sugar in Python. Existing work [4, 5] invariably deals with performing some analysis on the source code level, like predicting the program behavior by just looking at the source as compared to actually executing the code. To that end, they use a representation that is close to the source, like the source code text, or Abstract Syntax Trees, Data/Control Flow Graphs, etc. However, as we have seen previously in Section 1 and shall see in Section 5, static analyses are vulnerable to semantics-preserving syntactical modifications. This motivates our aim to perform analysis based on the execution of the code. Therefore, we would like to create a representation that is constructed from the program runtime rather than program text.

To this end, our framework executes the generated bytecode symbolically and concretely to generate a graph that captures what happens when a program is actually run. Using the symbolic execution, we construct a graph that
roughly captures how different memory locations accessed by a program interact with each other and how the values are dependent on each other, which roughly resembles symbolic execution as described in Section 2.

We walk through step by step as our framework executes the code snippet `func` above. When the framework executes the code, it mimics the Python interpreter [43] which uses a stack machine to perform computations. Unlike a concrete executor, the stack machine would consist of symbolic values. It also maintains a set of symbolic values for each of the function argument variables. The state is represented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Starting state of the symbolic execution engine. The blocks 'a', 'b', 'c' are symbolic values for the function arguments, while the vertical line resembles the compute stack.](image)

After Line 1 is executed, the runtime pushes a symbolic value onto the symbolic compute stack corresponding to `a`. It also traces a dependency from the original symbolic value ‘`a`’ to the value that has been pushed onto the stack. This behavior mimics what happens in a concrete Python interpreter. The state of the executor is given in Figure 3. The number 0 in the symbolic variable on the stack corresponds to the version of the original symbolic variable (If ‘`a`’ is overwritten 5 times, then the next time it is read onto the stack, it would have a version 5).

![Figure 3: State after executing Line 1. The > represents the instruction just executed.](image)

Similarly, after Lines 2 and 3 are executed, the runtime pushes symbolic values for ‘`b`’ and ‘`c`’ respectively and records the appropriate dependencies, as can be seen in Figure 4.
After Line 4 is executed concretely, which is \texttt{BINARY\_ADD} which is a binary operation, the concrete executor pops the top two elements from the stack, adds them, and pushes the result back onto the stack. To mimic this behavior, the symbolic executor also pops the top two symbolic elements off and pushes a new symbolic variable corresponding to a new temporary variable ‘t’, which also stores information about the operation used to create the symbolic variable, in this case addition. This can be seen in Figure 5.

When Line 5 is executed concretely, we actually have to store the new updated concrete values back to the original variable. In the symbolic execution, that is equivalent to assigning the temporary symbolic variable ‘t’ back to the symbolic variable ‘a’, as shown in Figure 6. Instead of overwriting the symbolic value ‘a’, we simply remove all of the symbolic values ‘b0’, ‘c0’ and ‘t’ (as shown in Figure 7), and then given the tracked dependencies between the symbolic values as seen in Figure 6, construct a graph which captures them, as shown in Figure 8. In this example, the new value of ‘a’ is generated by adding ‘b’ and ‘c’, which is what is captured in the graph in Figure 8.
Figure 6. State while executing Line 5
Figure 7. State after executing Line 5

Note in Figure 8, we have two nodes corresponding to 'a', 'a0' and 'a1', corresponding to the two different versions of values held by 'a' as the program executes. 'a0' corresponds to the first version which was input to the function, while 'a1' refers to the updated value of 'a', and subsequent versions would be labeled accordingly.

Figure 8. Dependency graph after executing Line 5

After executing Line 6 concretely, the topmost value from the compute stack is popped and assigned to variable 'b'. Symbolically, we pop the topmost symbolic stack value and create a dependency from the symbolic value of 'b' to the symbolic value of 'a'. The dependency graph is captured in Figure 9, which shows that the updated value of 'b' has a dependency on version 0 of the value of 'a'.

Figure 9. Dependency graph after executing Line 6

While generating the graph, we maintain all nodes corresponding to all intermediate values of each memory location used in the program. However, this can cause the size of the generated graphs to be very large. To mitigate this, we
perform a set of reductions where we remove nodes corresponding to intermediate states in the program, and only capture the states corresponding to the input variable’s first versions and the final versions of the variables which are returned. These reductions are described further in Section 4. The formalism behind how the graph is constructed is also described in Section 4.

3.2 Using the generated Graph for semantic analysis

The generated graph, as shown above, essentially captures how the program transforms its inputs into outputs. However, since the graphs are generated from an execution of the program, it is possible that on different inputs, the generated graphs might be different, especially in the example of programs that operate on arrays/lists of varying sizes. An example would be a function that returns a sorted copy of an input list.

One approach could be to perform reductions on the graphs (reducing the number of nodes in the graph, similar to some trivial reductions which we use anyway as shown in 4.3.2) using manually hand-coded rules. However, coming up with these rules would be a difficult and tricky task, with no guarantees whether the hand-written rules would generalize to different implementations of the same algorithm. Hence, instead of using handwritten rules, we use a machine learning model to automatically learn these rules using which we can analyze the generated graphs and predict the properties of the programs under test. We describe the machine learning models used in detail in Section 5.1.

4 TECHNICAL DETAILS

4.1 Overall Architecture

The overall architecture of the inference pipeline is shown in Figure 11. As an input, our framework expects a code snippet, as well as an input on which the given code snippet can be executed. The framework executes the code using the provided input and creates the graphical representation of the program runtime, which is formally described in Section 4.3. The generated graph is fed through a machine learning model as described in Section 4.3.3 which predicts the NumPy API closest to the behavior of the code snippet provided by the user. We describe how the machine learning model is trained in Section 4.4.

4.2 Instrumentation Framework

As described in Section 3, our framework first compiles the code provided by the user into Python bytecode [15]. However, to actually perform the symbolic computation to trace dependencies between variables required for our
graph, we need to extract information about different memory locations from the program runtime, which we do by means of instrumenting\(^3\) the user code.

Given a bytecode instruction in the original user code, we add a few instructions before and/or after it to extract the state of the concrete computation stack, inputs and outputs of the currently executed bytecode instruction, and some metadata. The process is carried out in a way to not affect the execution of the user code; the result of executing the program with or without the instrumentation would result in the same concrete output, assuming no non-determinism in the original code.

### 4.3 Construction of Graph

#### 4.3.1 Formal Development.

We formally describe the construction of the graph in Figure 12 and Figure 13. To this end, we consider a language in Figure 12 which is a subset of the language of Python bytecode as generated by the CPython compiler [43]. The language is fairly straightforward: a program is composed of multiple functions. Each function is a sequence of multiple instructions, which encode different operations on the computation stack like loading from memory to compute stack or storing from compute stack to memory, performing arithmetic on the top N elements on the compute stack or performing other manipulations.

\[
P ::= \ (f_1)^* \\
f ::= \ (I,)^* \\
I ::= \ \text{LOAD\_NAME}(id) | \ \text{STORE\_NAME}(id) | \ \text{BINARY\_OP}(op) | \ \text{BINARY\_SUBSCR} | \ \text{BINARY\_LESS\_THAN} | \ \text{CALL\_FUNCTION}(id) | \ \text{RETURN} | \ \text{POP\_TOP} | \ \text{DUP\_TOP} | \ \text{ROT\_TWO} | \ \text{STORE\_SUBSCR} \\
op ::= \ \text{ADD} | \ \text{SUBTRACT} | \ \text{MULTIPLY} | \ \text{DIVIDE} | \ \text{POWER} | \ \text{XOR} | \ \text{AND} | \ \text{OR} | \ \text{MODULO} \\
id ::= \ (a - z|A - Z|0 - 9)^*
\]

Fig. 12. Grammar of the source language

In the operational semantics described in Figure 13, we use several different symbols representing the program state, whose meaning is described as follows:

- **Call Stack** \(C_S\): list of all function frames currently in scope. It is represented through a list of frames. Its type is denoted as \([\text{func}]\), where \([T]\) represents a list of type \(T\).
- **Compute Stack** \(K\): represents the computation stack used by the Python runtime to hold the intermediate computed values. This stack holds only concrete values. Its type is \([\text{addr} \cup \text{value}]\).
- **Environment** \(E\): corresponds to the variables in scope in the current context (represented by the function call stack). We only consider variables local to the current scope and no global variables. Its type is \(f \times id \mapsto \text{addr}\). As a simplifying assumption, this map cannot be updated; once a name is declared in the current scope, it cannot be deleted (notice the language does not contain any delete instruction).
- **Memory** \(M\): maintains the objects assigned in the heap memory. This only corresponds to concrete execution objects. Its type is \(\text{addr} \mapsto \text{value} \cup \text{addr}\).

\(^3\)The author would like to thank Shadaj Laddad for working on the original version of the instrumentation logic and framework which was modified and used for this technical report.
The above symbols correspond to the state which is maintained by the original CPython interpreter and only correspond to the concrete execution state. The following state variables are maintained by our framework to create the graphs from the execution:

- **Symbolic Compute Stack** $Z$: Contains symbolic values which correspond to the concrete compute stack $K$. Its type is $[\text{SymbolicValue}]$.
- **Symbolic Memory Store** $N$: Symbolic counterpart for concrete Memory $M$. Its type can be interpreted as $(\text{func} \times \text{id}) \mapsto \text{SymbolicValue}$.
- **Dependency List** $D$: Keeps track of all observed dependencies between different SymbolicValues from which the execution graph can be created. Effectively this contains all the edges of the graph. Its type is $[\text{Dependency}]$ which is equivalent to $[(\text{SymbolicValue}, \text{SymbolicValue}, \text{Optional}(\text{op}))]$, or a list of 2 symbolic values followed by an optional operator. For simple load/store instructions, the op would be $\phi$, as there is no special operator used in the creation of this dependency, whereas for binary operations like add or subtract, op would contain $+$ or $-$ respectively. The convention used in Figure 13 assumes for a tuple $(a, b, \text{op})$, $a$ is dependent on $b$, or that $b$'s concrete value was used in computing the concrete value for $a$.

$\text{addr}$ refers to a concrete memory address type, $\text{value}$ refers to any concrete value which is not an address, $\text{func}$ refers to a function object, $\text{id}$ is any name for a variable used in the bytecode, $\text{new}(T)$ refers to a new instance of class $T$.

SymbolicValue is a compound type equivalent to $\text{version} \times (\text{offset} \mapsto \text{SymbolicValue})$: each SymbolicValue object keeps track of the current version of the symbolic variable, or how many times the concrete memory location has been changed, and also keeps a track of a mapping from offset (which could be int for lists, str for maps, etc.) to other SymbolicValues, which enable it to keep track of collection objects associated to a variable like lists, dicts, etc.

In Figure 13, the judgment $C, K, Z, E, M, N, G \vdash \text{INST} \rightarrow C', K', Z', E', M', N', G'$ is to be read as “Under the runtime environment comprising of call stack $C$, compute stack $K$, symbolic compute stack $Z$, local variables $E$, concrete memory store $M$, symbolic memory store $N$, and dependency graph $G$, executing instruction INST results in a new environment having call stack $C'$, compute stack $K'$, symbolic compute stack $Z'$, local variables $E'$, memory store $M'$ and symbolic memory store $N'$, and generates a new dependency graph $G'$.”

### 4.3.2 Graph Simplification

Simply following the rules in Figure 13 would generate graphs that capture each operation through a separate node in the generated graph, even the trivial ones like loading a variable onto the stack, or moving an object from one memory location to another, which has a few disadvantages:

- The generated graph size becomes very large, even for a simple operation like adding two matrices having fewer than 10 elements would generate a graph with thousands of nodes.
- Different implementations of the same algorithm might result in different graphs (when executed on the same input) making the problem of identifying the implemented algorithm no easier than it would be when using a graph created directly from the source code.

In light of these observations, we perform a post-processing on the graph where we remove unnecessary nodes from the graph which convey no additional information, which is captured through algorithm 1 and algorithm 2.

In algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, the following symbols are used as helper methods:

- **GetNodesFromGraph(G)**: returns the set of nodes in graph $G$.
- **GetEdgesFromGraph(G)**: returns the set of edges in graph $G$. 
$n = \text{new(SymbolicValue)}$

$C_S : f, K, Z, E, M, N, G \implies \text{LOAD_NAME}(id) \rightarrow C_S : f, K : M(E(f, id)), Z : n, E, M, N, G \cup \{(n, f, id), \phi\}$

$N(f, id) = (w, rSym)$

$C_S : f, K : \text{res}, Z : (v, rSym), E, M, N, G \implies \text{STORE_NAME}(id) \rightarrow$

$C_S : f, K, Z, E, M[E(f, id) \rightarrow \text{res}], N[(f, id) \rightarrow \max(v, w) + 1, rSym], G \cup \{(N[f, id]), (v, rSym), \phi\}$

$z = (\max(a_n, v_b) + 1, n), n = \text{new(SymbolicValue)}$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : (v_a, s_a) : (v_b, s_b), E, M, N, G \implies \text{BINARY_OP}(op) \rightarrow$

$C_S, K : op(a, b), Z : z, E, M, N, G \cup \{(z, (v_a, s_a), op), (z, (v_b, s_b), op)\}$

$a \in \text{addr}, b \in \text{offset}$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : (v_a, s_a) : (v_b, s_b), E, M, N, G \implies \text{BINARY_SUBSCR} \rightarrow C_S, K : a[b], Z : s_a[\text{offset}(b)], E, M, N, G$

$a \in \text{addr}, b \in \text{offset}$

$C_S, K : a : b : c, Z : (v_a, s_a) : (v_b, s_b) : (v_c, s_c), E, M, N, G \implies \text{STORE_SUBSCR} \rightarrow$

$C_S, K, Z, E, M[a[b] \rightarrow c], N, G \cup \{s_a[\text{offset}(b)], s_c, \phi\}$

$C_S, K, Z, E, M, N, G \implies \text{CALL_FUNCTION}(f) \rightarrow C_S : f, K, Z, E : \epsilon_{fresh}, M, N, G$

$C_S, K : a, Z : a_s, E, M, N, G \implies \text{RETURN} \rightarrow C_S, K, Z, E, M, N, G$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k, E, M, N, G \implies \text{POP_TOP} \rightarrow C_S, K, Z, E, M, N, G$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k : a_{k}, E, M, N, G \implies \text{ROT_TWO} \rightarrow C_S, K : b : a, Z : b_k : a_{k}, E, M, N, G$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k, E, M, N, G \implies \text{DUP_TOP} \rightarrow C_S, K : a : a, Z : a_k : a_{k}, E, M, N, G$

$a < b$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k, E, M, N, G \implies \text{DUP_TOP} \rightarrow C_S, K : a : a, Z : a_k : a_{k}, E, M, N, G$

$a \geq b$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k, E, M, N, G \implies \text{BINARY_LESSTHAN} \rightarrow C_S, K, Z, E, M, N, G \cup \{(z_a, z_b, <)\}$

$C_S, K : a : b, Z : a_k : b_k, E, M, N, G \implies \text{BINARY_LESSTHAN} \rightarrow C_S, K, Z, E, M, N, G \cup \{(z_a, z_b, \geq)\}$

Fig. 13. Operational semantics to construct a graph from program execution

- TopologicalSort(nd, G): returns a topological ordering of the set of nodes nd, using the edge connectivity information from graph G.
- GetSuccessors(n, G): returns all the nodes in graph G which have an incident edge originating from n.
- GetPredecessors(n, G): returns all the nodes in graph G from which an edge originates and ends at n.
- AddEdgeToGraph(e, G): adds the edge e to the set of edges in graph G.
- RemoveNode(n, G): removes the node n from graph G as well as all edges originating from and terminating at n.
- isInput(n, G): returns true if n corresponds to a symbolic value associated with the input to the user code under analysis, and false otherwise.
- isOutput(n, G): returns true if n corresponds to a symbolic value associated with the output (the value which is eventually returned) of the code under analysis, and false otherwise.
- operator(n): returns the operator if node n was created as the result of an arithmetic operation like addition, multiplication etc., and \(\phi\) otherwise.
- outputs(G): returns all the nodes in the graph corresponding to a symbolic value associated with one of the values returned by the code under analysis.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for compressing the size of the generated graph

Function CompressGraph(G : [Dependency]):
1. nodes ← GetNodesFromGraph(G)
2. edges ← GetEdgesFromGraph(G)
3. toDelete ← List()
4. for n ∈ TopologicalSort(nodes, G) do
   5. if IsImportant(n, G) then
      6. toDelete.append(n)
7. for n ∈ toDelete do
6. succ ← GetSuccessors(n, G)
7. pred ← GetPredecessors(n, G)
8. RemoveNode(n, G)
9. for s ∈ succ do
10.   for p ∈ pred do
11.     AddEdgeToGraph((p, s), G)

Algorithm 2: Choosing which nodes to filter from the graph

Function IsImportant(n : node, G : [Dependency]):
1. if isInput(n, G) then
2.   return true
3. if isOutput(n, G) then
4.   return true
5. if operator(n) is not ϕ then
6.   if pathExists(n, outputs(G)) then
7.     return true
8. return false

4.3.3 Feeding Graph into ML model. In the preceding sections, we have described how to construct a graph from an execution of the given program on the provided input. However, we only described the graph in terms of the nodes generated and the edges between two nodes. For a graph to be processed by an ML model, its nodes and edges need to be translated into vectors ∈ R^n. Consider the following code snippet:

def func(a, b, c):
    d, e = b + 88, a + c
    return d, e

Each node in the graph is translated to a vector ∈ R^6, whose elements are computed as follows:
• First element: 1 if it corresponds to an input, 2 if it corresponds to an output, and 0 otherwise. In the snippet above, for nodes corresponding to the inputs $a$, $b$ and $c$ would have this element set to 1, and $d$, $e$ would have this element set to 2, and for the rest of the nodes 0.

• Second element $\in \mathbb{N}$: corresponds to the cardinality of the input/output. In the snippet above, the node for $a$ would have this element set to 1, the node for $b$ would have this set to 2, and the node for $c$ would have it as 3. In addition, the node for the output $d$ would be set to 1, and for $e$ it would be 2. $a$ and $d$ would be distinguished by the first element, not the second.

• Third element $\in \mathbb{N}$: corresponds to the offset of the particular input/output. For objects which correspond to a collection, the graph would contain a node for each memory location utilized by the program. The values are normalized to lie between 0 and 1. If in the snippet above, if $a$ were a list of length 5, there would be 5 nodes corresponding to variable $a$, with this element having values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0.

• Fourth element $\in \mathbb{N}$: corresponds to the operation which was used to create this node. In the snippet above, the node for $e$ is created by adding $a$ and $c$, hence the node would have this element set as an integer corresponding to the addition operation.

• Fifth element: 1 if the element corresponds to a constant (same value guaranteed throughout all executions) and 0 otherwise. In the snippet above, the graph would contain a node corresponding to the constant 88, which would have this field set to 1, rest of the nodes would have this field set to 0.

• Sixth element $\in \mathbb{R}$: if the fifth element is 1, this element would contain the value of the constant (normalized using a trigonometric function to lie between -100 and 100, to ensure generalization), and 0 otherwise.

The included metadata ensures that we are able to disambiguate between graphs that are created on a different number of function inputs, differentiate nodes corresponding to inputs, outputs, and constants, and different operations which may help identify different operations, say addition from subtraction. Each edge in the graph is translated to a vector $\in \mathbb{R}^3$, whose elements are computed as follows:

• First element $\in \mathbb{N}$: cardinality of the node from which this edge originates
• Second element $\in \mathbb{N}$: cardinality of the node at which this edge terminates
• Third element $\in \mathbb{N}$: corresponds to the operation which was used to create this node. This is used in the case of a comparison between two existing nodes.

### 4.4 Training Pipeline

As mentioned in Section 4.1, our framework utilizes a machine learning model to analyze the graph to predict its properties. However, to make the technique effective, it is necessary to train the model using some data. Our framework for training the network is shown in Figure 14.

In order to train the network, which requires inputs in the form of graphs, we need to find a way to generate a dataset of graphs, labeled with the ground truth.

To this end, we implement a corpus of different programs which can be represented using a NumPy API. Each NumPy API is implemented through only one program, in a way that all possible behaviors of the NumPy API are captured through our implementation (NumPy APIs typically provide a high degree of flexibility in terms of size and dimensions of inputs, broadcastable operations, masking, controlling the shape of the outputs). The list of implemented APIs is shown in Appendix A.
When training our network, we can sample a batch of programs from our corpus, which will provide us with a source code and the ground truth label (since the code used for training is implemented by us, we know the implemented functionality). Given the source code, we use an input generator that will generate different valid inputs on which the source code can be executed. Executing the code on different inputs is likely to yield different graphs, hence with the source code and input generated, we can use the graph generator to create a large number of graphs that forms the dataset using which the ML model can be trained.

![Overall architecture of Training pipeline](image)

---

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup

We use the techniques described in Section 4 to create a framework that accepts a code snippet written in pure Python, and one valid input of the function. The framework instruments the code as described in Section 4.2, executes the code and creates a graph from the code execution as described in Section 4.3, which is processed by an ML model to recommend a NumPy API which is semantically closest to the provided code snippet and could be used in place of the user-provided code.

5.1.1 ML model. We use a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) as described in Section 2 for our experiments. The network is trained in a supervised setting as described in Section 4.4 and trained to predict one out of N classes (described more in Section 5.1.3) where each class corresponds to one NumPy API. The exact architecture of the GCN used is described in Figure 15.

---

Footnote: Pure Python refers to code which only uses python code; it does not call any libraries which may be written a different language (like TensorFlow, whose compute kernels are written in C++/CUDA).
In our network, all the hidden vectors are represented using a vector of length 512. To train the network, we use the Adam optimizer [28] for 20 epochs, with an initial learning rate of $10^{-4}$ which is decayed by 50% every 5 epochs. The model occupies approximately 13 MB of space or 3M parameters.

5.1.2 Implementation. Our instrumentation framework is written in 4K lines of Python. The dataset generators described in Section 4.4 are written in 1.5K lines of Python. Our corpus of implementations of different NumPy APIs is written in 3.5K lines of Python. We use an off-the-shelf implementation (with few modifications) of a Graph Convolutional Network written in JRAPH [20], a library supporting different Graph Neural Networks created by DeepMind which is built on top of JAX [12], a framework for automatic differentiation. The optax framework [7] is used for optimizing the ML model.

5.1.3 Dataset. As described in Section 4.4, we create a dataset of the execution graphs using a corpus of python code that mimics the behavior of NumPy APIs and an input generator (described in Appendix C) to run the corpus and generate the dataset of graphs. We create two datasets:

(1) **Dataset 1**: Contains implementations 26 different NumPy APIs in Appendix A. This dataset mainly deals with APIs which perform simple arithmetic operations from inputs to outputs. We have the following files:
- **Train**: Contains 30000 labeled graphs created by running the corpus of inputs of size at most $6 \times 6$ (36 elements) (2-dimensional lists, each dimension can be at most 6). This partition is used only for training.
- **Test**: Contains 30000 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $6 \times 6$. This partition is used for testing.
- **TestL**: Contains 30000 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $7 \times 7 \times 7$. This partition is used for testing (Note the training is performed on at most 2-D lists, while this partition contains 3-D lists as well).
- **TestLL**: Contains 15000 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $10 \times 10 \times 10$. This partition is used for testing.
- **TestLLL**: Contains 2300 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $20 \times 20 \times 20$ (8000 elements). This partition is used for testing.
(2) **Dataset 2**: Contains implementations of 46 different NumPy APIs in Table A. This dataset deals with some simple arithmetic operations but also some significantly more complex operations as well (like sorting, binary searching, and longer computations). NumPy is known for providing redundant APIs (two different APIs performing identical operations with minuscule differences), and this dataset deals with such APIs as well (for example `transpose`, `moveaxis`, `stack` etc., which perform identical operations in many cases). The following files are used:

- **Train**: Contains 45000 labelled graphs created by running the corpus of inputs of size at most $4 \times 4 \times 4$ (64 elements). This partition is used only for training.
- **Test**: Contains 45000 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $4 \times 4 \times 4$. This partition is used for testing.
- **TestL**: Contains 15000 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $5 \times 5 \times 5 \times 5$. This partition is used for testing (Note the training is performed on at most 3-D lists, while this partition contains 4-D lists as well).
- **TestLL**: Contains 7500 datapoints by running the graphs of inputs of size at most $10 \times 10 \times 10 \times 10$ (1000 elements). This partition is used for testing.

Note that instead of just one testing dataset, we create multiple different testing datasets created by executing the corpus on different sizes, but only one training dataset. The reason for this is that since our graph representation is dependent on the size of the input with which the code is executed, we want to examine whether the patterns learned by the ML model indeed generalize across graphs of different sizes or do they overfit to the sizes seen only in the training examples. Note in Dataset 2, the training is done on inputs of size at most 64, while testing is done on inputs of size at most 1000 (15+ larger), while in Dataset 1, the training is done on inputs of size at most 36, and testing is done on inputs of size at most 8000 (200+ larger).

**5.2 Baseline**

As a baseline, we use the Large Language Model (LLM) Codex [14] released by OpenAI, which is based on the GPT [13] series of models but fine-tuned on a large corpus of code data. It is regarded as one of the state-of-the-art models in a wide variety of programming-related tasks like code recommendation, translation, summarization, and so on. They can also be tuned to a variety of different tasks by careful engineering of the prompt provided to the model. We create a prompt as described in Appendix D to tune the model to predict a NumPy API closest to the code snippet provided to the model.

As a baseline, we construct a dataset of code snippets generated by Codex which correspond to different NumPy APIs. An example prompt to Codex could look like “#Write a python program equivalent to NumPy.sum which operates on Python lists”. Using such prompts, we create a dataset of 59 different python-only implementations (the entries corresponding to ‘Wild1’ in Table 1 and Table 2) of different NumPy libraries, which we then use a prompt similar to the one in Appendix D to ask the LLM to predict the NumPy API closest to the code snippet provided, an example of self-consistency. Note that we make a few modifications to the LLM-generated code in case the generated code is incorrect, to fix the bugs.

To demonstrate the issue with text-based approaches like LLMs, we also perform some semantic preserving transformations like changing method and variable names, rearranging functions, and dead code insertion, as described in [22]. The entry ‘Wild2’ in Table 1 and Table 2 correspond to the transformation of changing method and variable names, and the entry ‘Wild3’ corresponds to rearranging functions, and dead code insertion in addition to the changes in ‘Wild2’.
A reason for the huge popularity and success of LLMs is the amount of training data using which they are trained. The Codex model code-davinci-002 is trained on 159 GB of GitHub code data which covers a significant fraction of all code available on the internet. In this light, we expect the performance of LLMs on the above benchmarks to be pretty high. We use two Codex models, code-cushman-001 (7 billion parameters) which is a faster model but also less accurate, and code-davinci-002 which has 175 billion parameters, and is regarded as the state-of-the-art model. The numbers in Table 1 and Table 2 correspond to $\text{pass}_1$, $\text{pass}_2$, $\text{pass}_3$ as seen in existing literature [14]. In the following experiments, a temperature of 0.1 was used as is recommended for Codex models [14].

### Table 1. Codex Performance on Baseline (code-cushman-001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Top 1</th>
<th>Top 2</th>
<th>Top 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild 1</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild 2</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>55.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild 3</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We note that the performance of code-cushman-001 suffers significantly as the input code is subjected to transformations which are ideally supposed to be semantics preserving, showing that the model is not truly able to capture the semantics of the program just from the source code.

### Table 2. Codex Performance on Baseline (code-davinci-002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Top 1</th>
<th>Top 2</th>
<th>Top 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild 1</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild 2</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild 3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>79.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of code-davinci-002 is a significant improvement over code-cushman-001, however we still see a drop in accuracy as the input programs are subject to the semantics preserving transformations, which should not affect the performance of any tool which aims to perform semantic analysis.

### 5.3 Scaling across size of Graphs

We mention in Section 4 that the size of the graph created by our framework depends on the size of the input being provided to the code snippet under analysis. In this light, it is necessary to examine whether the ML model learns a pattern that is independent of the size of the input or not. We run experiments to test this scaling across the two datasets 1 & 2 as described in Section 5.1.3.

To this end, for each of Dataset 1 & 2, we train the ML model as described in Section 4.4 on the \textbf{Train} partition, and test it on the partitions \textbf{Test}, \textbf{TestL} and so on. The results for both datasets are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3. Scaling Performance of Framework on Dataset 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestL</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestLL</td>
<td>97.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestLLL</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see in Table 3, even though the model is trained on the Train partition which is generated on inputs of at most 36 elements, it is able to generalize well to the TestLLL partition which is made out of graphs 200× larger, showing that the pattern learned by the network does not depend on the size of the inputs used to create the graph.

Table 4. Scaling Performance of Framework on Dataset 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestL</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestLL</td>
<td>89.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4, we see that the generalization is not as good as seen in Table 3, which is expected as we are using the same ML model for a harder dataset (as can be seen in Table A, Dataset 2 contains much harder APIs). We also note that the model is not able to overfit on the training data as well as in Dataset 1, the reason being overlapping behaviors of APIs (described in Section 5.1.3). However, in spite of that, we see the model generalizes fairly well to graphs in TestLL, which contain graphs 15× larger than the training dataset.

5.4 Scaling across Implementations

In our previous experiments, the Train and all the Testing datasets were created from the same implementation of a given NumPy API which were a part of a corpus. The corpus contained only one implementation of each API, but the implementation was written in a way to capture all possible behaviors of the respective APIs. For example, consider the documentation [21] of NumPy’s sum function, which says it supports summation by axis, summation using a mask, whether to keep the original dimensions or not, and so on. All of these behaviors are covered by the python only implementation of the NumPy APIs we use in our corpus used to generate graph samples for the generator.

However, our graph representation (and the entire methodology of using the representation as the starting point for machine learning instead of simply the source code) would have limited use if it were only specific to the implementation using which the graphs in the training and testing datasets were created. We would like to examine how our graph representation can generalize to implementations of the same algorithm written by someone else. This evaluation would be similar to an out-of-distribution evaluation performed in Machine Learning literature.

To this end, we use the dataset ‘Wild1’ which was created by querying the LLM Codex’s code-davinci-002 model. We use the model we trained on Dataset 2 as described in Section 5.3. We write a simple input generator for each code in the corpus ‘Wild1’, and use it to generate inputs. Using the generated inputs and code snippets, we create the graph for
each of the code samples under inputs of different lengths as shown in Table 5 and check the accuracy of the prediction of our framework as compared to the ground truth. Note that all of the codes in ‘Wild1’ are significantly different implementations as compared to the codes used to generate the training data graphs in Datasets 1 & 2.

We also measure the Best of 1, 2, and 3 accuracy (Best of N means that if the ground truth is encountered in one of the top N predicted classes, we treat it as correct), to compare it with the baseline in Table 1 and Table 2.

Table 5. Generalization Performance of Framework on ‘Wild1’ Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Top 1</th>
<th>Top 2</th>
<th>Top 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>84.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table above, we see that if we generate the graphs using inputs of size 1, the performance is poor. This is expected because if the input contains only one element, it would be hard to classify the algorithm being implemented just by observing the graph. Consider the example of `numpy.sum` and `numpy.prod`. If provided with an input with only one element, say a singleton list `[7]`, the result would be the same (7 in both cases as the operations are degenerate). When we generate graphs using inputs of size 2, we note a significant improvement, the Top 1, 2 & 3 performance already surpasses the performance seen in code-cushman-001 model as seen in Table 1.

Generating slightly larger graphs, on inputs of sizes 5 and 10 shows improved performance, we see the Top 3 accuracy even surpasses the performance of code-davinci-002, which has 13000 × more parameters. We see that our framework has significantly improved performance when we consider the top 3 predictions, compared to the LLM models which do not show significant improvement when going from the top 1 to the top 3 predictions.

In this experiment, we see that the performance of our framework is better than the performance of the LLMs when we consider the top 3 predictions from both models while having several orders of fewer parameters. However, we note that LLMs are designed to handle a wide variety of tasks, which require a significantly higher number of parameters.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We discuss some limitations of our proposed framework and possible directions for future work to address the drawbacks and improve upon our technique.

- The framework we use to construct the graphs from execution relies on the assumption that the source code is written in pure Python, in that it does not call any libraries which may be written in another language. Due to this restriction, we were unable to directly use NumPy implementations themselves as a part of our training corpus in Section 4.4, and had to re-implement the functions in pure Python code, as shown in Appendix B. As future work, we can make our framework more robust to commonly used Python libraries: whenever our executor encounters a call to a library that is known to be written not in Python, we can intercept the module loader and replace the original implementation with implementation which can be handled by our library. This behavior is supported by the architecture of our graph generation framework.

- The framework currently handles only Python bytecode. Although this is an intended behavior given the huge popularity of Python, extending the framework to other languages and libraries would involve a significant
engineering effort. On the flip side, it would be a one-time effort for a given language/library as the APIs of existing functions do not get changed very frequently, though new functions may be added. One possible approach, though not applicable to Python, would be to use a common Intermediate Representation (IR) like LLVM [29], adding support for which would automatically add support for several different libraries and languages as it is a very commonly used IR.

- Python as a language itself also has a wide variety of supported behavior which makes it very easy to use as a programmer, but it makes the job of any analysis tool hard. Python supports dynamic typing, monkey patching, lambdas, threading, closures, lazy indexing, dynamic object attributes, operator overriding, and many more. All of these behaviors have to be implemented which is a significant engineering effort, however, it would basically be a one-time effort to implement a majority of these functionalities as they do not get changed a lot as the language goes through several iterations.

- NumPy itself is a complex library that supports a wide variety of functions. As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, many functions can be used to perform similar functions. To handle such functions with overlapping behaviors, we have to construct the input generators carefully to avoid significant overlaps which cause the classifier to not work very well to distinguish similar APIs. This is the reason why in Section 5.4 we not only consider the most likely prediction, but also the top 2 and top 3 predictions of the ML model to account for this complexity.

- In the current state, there are cases where our framework might not work. Consider the following two implementations of swap:

```python
def swap1(a, b):
    a, b = b, a
    return a, b

def swap2(a, b):
    a = a + b
    b = a - b
    a = a - b
    return a, b
```

Both the implementations are semantically equivalent, however in the current state our framework would consider both implementations as different, due to the different computation graphs obtained for these implementations. However, to tackle this problem, we can use the concept of equivalence graphs [46] which can be used to simplify computations into some sort of canonical form, which would be able to identify the above two snippets as equivalent. Another example of semantically equivalent but following different computations would be normal matrix multiplication and Strassen’s matrix multiplication algorithm [17, 42].

- An interesting application of the proposed technique would be legacy code analysis. Many times developers are faced dealing with code written by other people which may not be intelligible and hard to decipher just by reading the code. In cases like these, it would make sense to run such a code in a sandboxed environment, instrumented using a compatible framework, generate the graphs by executing the program, and use the generated graph to figure out properties of the program under analysis.

- We currently use the framework for classifying the given program into one of N known categories. Another application of the framework would be to perform code clone detection. Code clones could refer to programs
which are syntactically similar (Type-1 clones in literature [2]) or semantically equivalent (Type-4 clones in literature). Type-4 clones can only be detected through semantic analysis of the given codes, which could be difficult to do through source-code based analyses. Our framework could create graphs for each program under test on a given input, and feed the generated graphs through a class of Graph Neural Networks called Graph Isomorphism Networks [47] which could predict whether the codes being executed are indeed clones or not.

• The framework could also potentially be used for program synthesis. In this report, we use our framework to predict one NumPy API which is semantically closest to the user provided code. We can extend the idea to predict a set of APIs which can most likely be assembled to a program semantically equivalent to the user code. The graph analysis can be used to prune our APIs which would be useless to search given the specified behavior, thus making the synthesis problem tractable and scalable. Similar approaches have been proposed, though in different contexts in [9] and [8]. This approach would require some non-trivial effort to generate a dataset from which a recommendation model would be able to learn how to prune out irrelevant APIs.

• Our evaluation currently deals on simple numerical transformations on array-based algorithms as shown in Section 5.3, but also on complex numerical transformations as well as simple iterative procedures like sorting, searching, and operations involving a combination of such procedures. Most operations on the NumPy library can be expressed through array-based operations itself. It would be interesting to study how the framework generalizes to operations which involve different data structures like maps, sets, user defined classes etc. and more complex algorithms like graph transformations.

7 RELATED WORK

The work presented in this technical report has similarities with a number of different active areas of research. The work falls under the broad umbrella of program analysis, which encompasses a wide range of techniques ranging from compilation, optimization [38] to code summarization [45] and code clone detection [2] and many more. Program analysis techniques can be classified into two main categories: static analysis and dynamic analysis.

Static analysis refers to techniques which attempt to perform analysis on a piece of code without executing the code. The most fundamental example of such an analysis can be thought to be compilers [1], which take in code written in one (typically high level) language, perform a series of operations to an executable which can be directly executed by a machine [41], or more commonly to another (typically low level, like [29]) language which can be processed further by existing compilers.

Dynamic analysis refers to techniques which perform analysis on a piece of code by executing the code fragment. The simplest and most common example can be thought to be software testing, where a piece of code is executed and its output tested against a gold standard to estimate whether a piece of code performs as expected. Apart from simple testing, several other techniques have come up which execute code to perform analysis like concolic testing [35, 39, 40], fuzzing [18, 33, 34]. For a dynamically typed language like Python, pure static analysis can be hard to reason with as Python does not have a static type system, hence most analysis engines for Python involve some degree of dynamic analysis as well. Our framework is an example of a dynamic analysis engine for Python.

Our work is closely related to two existing classes of problems in literature: function name prediction and API recommendation/synthesis. Function name recommendation refers to the problem of taking a piece of code which does not have a name, or has a poorly chosen name, and recommending a name for it depending on the code in the body of the function. It is an extremely popular area of research [3, 19, 27, 31]. Invariably though, the approach to this problem is based in static analysis, and for the task of function name prediction, one would note that most of the
benchmarks are done in Java as (1) Java is statically typed, and (2) Java methods tend to have very descriptive names, like “GetFourthElementFromSortedList” using which it is possible to define precision and recall based on whether the predicted class has missed some keywords, or whether there are extra keywords.

API Recommendation/Synthesis deals with recommending APIs from a given library which would perform the operation as specified by the user. Examples of such tools are [9], [10], which are built for the Pandas library. Other examples include [8] and [16] which operate on limited domain-specific languages. However, a lot of such tools deal with specifications provided as input/output examples. In some domains, it may be easy to specify I/O examples, but for operations on tensors which NumPy provides, I/O examples can be hard to specify for high dimensional tensors or else can be under-specifications which would require more intense involvement from the user. We believe that simple, unoptimized code snippets (which would not be under- or over-specifications) can be an excellent way of specifying numerical computations and algorithms, the type which we encounter in NumPy.

Our problem dealt with learning the behavior of different NumPy APIs by executing them across different combinations of inputs. We were unable to use existing benchmarks like [32] as they deal with codes covering a diverse set of operations but not in too much detail, however we needed implementations which would cover all possible behaviors of the NumPy APIs according to the documentation 5, which are not freely available. In addition, a limitation of our framework as discussed in Section 6 was that it could only handle pure Python code, hence we re-implemented the APIs in pure Python as alternatives were not available (NumPy’s own source code which carries out the main computations is written in C/C++).

Our idea of using the computation graphs to express how the inputs get converted into outputs have also been used particularly in deep learning [26, 48] frameworks which try to optimize computations depending on the properties of computation kernels. Existing work operate at the granularity of matrix-level operations like matrix multiplication, addition, transpose etc, while our approach operates at the granularity of individual scalar-level operations.

Recently generative Large Language Models have gained a lot of popularity and traction due to the fact that they are able to solve a wide variety of tasks. These are language models which simply predict the next word given a prompt repeatedly, however models which have hundreds of billions of parameters [14] tend to work very well for a wide variety of programming tasks like program synthesis [6], code repair [25] and others. We use LLMs in our project both to generate a dataset of code not seen by our model, as well as a baseline for the API recommendation problem as it is able to provide the closest functionality to the task we perform. The largest of the Codex models, code-davinci-002 has excellent performance and our framework can only beat it in half of the numbers reported in Table 2 and Table 5. In spite of these successes, the models still can be prone to misclassification when encountered with a code with unexpected variable names, not an ideal property for a developer to rely on the model’s predictions.

8 CONCLUSION
In this technical report, we have proposed a graph representation that is generated using information generated from the execution of a program on a given input, which can be used to predict a NumPy API semantically closest to the provided program. Since the representation is generated from the execution of the program, rather than just the source code, can be a better starting point for semantic analysis especially for dynamically typed languages like Python where there is not a lot of information for static analyses to work with. We evaluate the performance of our framework against the performance of a Large Language Model (Codex) on the same task and see comparable performance in spite of

5https://numpy.org/doc/
our framework using several orders of magnitude fewer data and lesser parameters in the ML model. We believe the proposed representation can be used for further more complex analyses and be a useful element in an ever-increasing toolkit for software developers.
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APPENDICES

A SUPPORTED NUMPY APIs

Table 6. APIs supported in Dataset 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Any</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>ZerosLike</th>
<th>Eye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prod</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Abs</td>
<td>Ones</td>
<td>Concatenate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Subtract</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>OnesLike</td>
<td>Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Multiply</td>
<td>Sqrt</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Arrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Divide</td>
<td>Zeros</td>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>Linspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. APIs supported in Dataset 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Argmax</th>
<th>Arange</th>
<th>Concatenate</th>
<th>Diag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prod</td>
<td>Argmin</td>
<td>Linspace</td>
<td>Vstack</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Add</td>
<td>Allclose</td>
<td>Hstack</td>
<td>Sort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Where</td>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>Argsort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Dot</td>
<td>Ravel</td>
<td>Tile</td>
<td>Percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Matmul</td>
<td>Moveaxis</td>
<td>Append</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>Squeeze</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>Unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count_Nonzero</td>
<td>Clip</td>
<td>Reshape</td>
<td>Repeat</td>
<td>Searchsorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>Atleast_1d</td>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>Take</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B EXAMPLE PYTHON-ONLY IMPLEMENTATION IN TRAINING DATASET

As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, we had to re-implement NumPy functions to only use Python code, but we ensured that the implementations cover all the functionalities as given in the NumPy documentation. We show an example implementation of `sum`

```python
def sum_1(a, axis=None, keepdims=None, initial=None, where=None):
```
shape_input = shape.shape_1(a)
dim_input = len(shape_input)

if axis is None:
    axis = [i for i in range(dim_input)]
elif isinstance(axis, int):
    axis = [axis]
for i in range(len(axis)):
    if axis[i] < 0:
        axis[i] += dim_input

if where is not None:
    where_numeric = ones_like.ones_like_1(where)
    for indices in itertools.product(*[list(range(j)) for j in shape.shape_1(where)]):
        out = where_numeric
        inn = where
        for i, index in enumerate(indices):
            inn = inn[index]
            if i + 1 == len(indices):
                out[index] = 1 if inn else 0
            else:
                out = out[index]
    masked_a = mul.mul_1(a, where_numeric)
else:
    masked_a = a

new_shape_input = shape.shape_1(masked_a)
new_dim_input = len(new_shape_input)

shape_output = []
index_flags = []
for i_raw in range(new_dim_input):
    if i_raw < new_dim_input - dim_input:
        index_flags.append(None)
    else:
        i = i_raw - (new_dim_input - dim_input)
        if i in axis:
if keepdims:
    shape_output.append(1)
    index_flags.append(False)
else:
    index_flags.append(None)
else:
    if shape_input[i] == new_shape_input[i_raw]:
        shape_output.append(shape_input[i])
        index_flags.append(True)
    else:
        shape_output.append(1)
        index_flags.append(False)

output = zeros.zeros_1(shape_output)
if initial is not None:
    output = add.add_1(output, initial)

for indices in itertools.product(*[list(range(j)) for j in new_shape_input]):
    inp = masked_a
    out = output
    prev_out = [out, None]
    for i, index in enumerate(indices):
        inp = inp[index]
        if index_flags[i] == True:
            prev_out = [out, index]
            out = out[index]
        elif index_flags[i] == False:
            prev_out = [out, 0]
            out = out[0]
        if prev_out[1] is not None:
            prev_out[0][prev_out[1]] += inp
        else:
            output += inp

return output
C  EXAMPLE GENERATOR TO GENERATE DATASET

To actually generate the dataset, the example given in Appendix B had to be provided with an input generator. The
generator for 'sum' was given by the following snippet:

```python
import numpy as np

def get_broadcast_compatible_shape_small(original, max_dim):
    if np.random.randint(0, 2):
        return original
    new_shape = []
    for i in original[::-1]:
        if i == 1:
            new_shape.append(i)
        else:
            if np.random.randint(0, 2):
                new_shape.append(1)
            else:
                new_shape.append(i)
    if np.random.randint(0, 2):
        return new_shape[::-1]
    return new_shape[::-1]

def get_random_init_reduction(dims, dim_size_max):
    size = tuple([np.random.randint(1, dim_size_max+1) for i in range(np.random.randint(1, dims+1))])
    size_where = get_broadcast_compatible_shape_small(size, dim_size_max)
    a = np.random.uniform(low=-10., high=10., size=size).tolist()
    if len(size) == 1:
        axis = None
    else:
        axis = np.random.choice([None, np.random.choice(len(size), size=np.random.randint(1, len(size)), replace=False).tolist()])
    keepdims = np.random.choice([None, True])
    initial = np.random.choice([None, 1])
    where = np.random.choice([None, np.random.choice([True, False], p=[0.8, 0.2], size=size_where).tolist()])
    return size, size_where, a, axis, keepdims, initial, where
```
```python
def testReductionSum(dims, dim_size_max):
    import numpy as np
    import APIs.sum as sum
    size, size_where, a, axis, keepdims, initial, where =
        get_random_init_reduction(dims, dim_size_max)
    with receiver:
        ans = sum.sum_1(a, axis=axis, keepdims=keepdims, initial=initial,
                where=where)
    print("reduction_sum:", ans)
```

Note how we also take into account the broadcasting operation which NumPy’s ‘sum’ method supports.

## D  EXAMPLE PROMPT TO CODEX LLM FOR BASELINE EVALUATIONS

To get Codex to recommend a NumPy API closest to the provided code, the following prompt was used:

```python
import numpy as np
# The numpy API is np.
```

After prompting the model, the next tokens would contain the prediction by the Codex LLM.